Executive control over response priming and conflict: a transcranial magnetic stimulation study.
In the present study repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) was utilised to interrupt neural activity in selected cortical areas at several different time periods while participants performed a stimulus-response correspondence (SRC) task. Responses are usually faster and less error-prone when stimulus (S) and response (R) features correspond than when they do not. Dual-route models of response preparation account for such SRC effects by postulating an indirect route performing S-R selection and a parallel direct route where S features prime their corresponding responses. SRC effects have recently been shown to depend on the preceding trial type, that is, SRC effects are largely reduced when preceded by a non-corresponding trial as compared to a preceding corresponding trial. Present results show that this context dependency of the SRC effect was hindered when rTMS was applied to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) 500-300 ms before the onset of the next trial. Moreover, the SRC effect was reduced overall when applying rTMS volleys to the right posterior parietal cortex (PPC) for 200 ms with the onset of the visual stimulus. We conclude that the left DLPFC is involved in the context-dependent control of response conflicts, whereas the right PPC serves early visuomotor transformations and is, therefore, related to direct route priming.